
Mandatory clothing and equipment for Gaia Campers

All information in this form is essential to the proper functioning of Gaia Camp. Please read it carefully.
We would be grateful if you would pack the bags with your children to ensure that they bring to the
camp all the items detailed in the following list.

1. Complete mandatory uniform
(Four T-shirts, two pairs of shorts, sweatshirt, cap and long track suit trousers).

2. Swimming pool towel

3. Bathrobe or shower towel

4. Flip Flops or open-toe sandals
These are used in the swimming pool, in the shower and as indoor slippers (so please do not pack
separate slippers).

5. Bathroom bag complete
include sun cream, shower gel, shampoo, hairbrush, toothpaste and brush, and anti-mosquito roll-on
or bracelet (available in chemists and very effective).

6. Dive boots
This is a specific type of footwear suitable for walking in water, so it must have a rubber soul. It is not a
plastic sandal or rubber sock. There will be an example in the office. Available at Decatlón and El Corte
Inglés.

7. Sleeping bag, mat (insulating), torch and water bottle
This is for the ‘night of the tipis’.

8. Two swim suits / trunks and a pair of goggles (with name marked with indelible marker)

9. Six sets of underwear
If your child for any reason requires more pairs, please include them.

10.Nine pairs of white sports socks
To ensure the labels do not peel off, it is best to stick them on the soul, not on the elastic. Sports
socks, please, not trainer socks or foot-saver socks. .

11. Two pyjamas
It doesn’t matter what type; nightgown or pyjamas for girls and long or short pyjamas for boys, but
they should be cotton because it will be July.

12.Sports shoes/trainers (just one pair)
It is best to buy a pair of Velcro-fasteners and mark them clearly on the side. It is the primary footwear
for Campers during the fortnight, so please do not bring old shoes that could break; buy new ones
that support the foot well.

13.Anti-lice
please take extreme precautions with children in this matter before joining the camp. There are many
products anti-lice, but it makes our job much easier if you take one that can be applied dry, as it saves
us a lot of time and avoids problems when it comes to showers. We would appreciate it if you would
take the preventative measure of adding 15 drops of tea tree oil to the shampoo that your child brings
to camp. This is available in herbal and health shops, and is innocuous buy very effective.

14.Anti-lice (flea) comb clearly marked with student’s name (Obligatory)
We ask that you supply a good quality metal comb with long teeth. Plastic combs and ones with short
teeth are not good for the purpose.

15.Medical matters
If your child needs special medication, this must be brought to the camp along with dosage
information clearly specified and in a separate bag (not in the bathroom bag). These medicines will be
handed in on the day of arrival to one of the monitors at the desk specifically set up for this purpose.
The bag must be clearly marked with the child’s name.
.



16.Casual clothes
Very important. The children must arrive at the camp dressed in the Gaia Camp uniform. In addition
they must bring an outfit for the party. To avoid loss and to help us with organisation, we ask that you
put the casual clothes in the same bag that we sent you containing the uniform and that you clearly
mark the bag with the child’s name.

17. Bag/Suitcase
Any kind of bag is acceptable. It is mandatory to put the student’s name clearly on the bags.

18.Pocket money
25€. It is advisable that the child brings a wallet or purse with their name on it (the best ones are
Velcro). It is not necessary to bring coins.

19.Money for the Day of Solidarity
This is voluntary, but we recommend bringing 30E for the day of the market. On the Day of Solidarity,
experienced volunteer workers come to talk to us about their experiences and about where the funds
they raise are used. It is an important day for everybody and makes the Campers feel part of
something very special. It helps us a lot with the organization if the money for the market is brought in
a separate envelope marked with the word ‘MERCADILLO’ and with the name of the child. This is to be
handed in on the day of arrival at the desk set up for the purpose. In this way, we can hold it safely to
avoid problems and hand it out appropriately on the Day of Solidarity. .

20.Sports equipment
The children do not need to bring any sports equipment to the camp. At Gaia Camp we provide all the
equipment necessary for the activities included in our programme.

NOTE: it is completely forbidden to bring the following objects to the camp

• Mobile phones, cameras, iPod, iPad or any type of commercial technology.

• Sharp objects / valuable items (medallions, rings, bracelets, watches).

• Sweets or any kind of food (for hygiene and security we would be grateful for your collaboration in
this matter; please, no sweets, no gum, and no food of any kind).


